experience pack action plan - how to make over $2000
Contact the person who referred you to Prüvit, and setup a time to walk through this action plan.
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SHARE Experiences
5 days (servings) for $25

5day = $975 cash
Dual Fuel

experience

“I’m looking for 5-6 Testers to try
out our brand-new chocolate swirl
KETO//OS. Before we go all in,
we want to be sure that what we
are feeling is real. Message me if
you would like to test out a 5 day
experience for only $25.00”
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This is an example only. It is Based on you purchasing an experience
Pack which contains 39 x 5 day experiences (5 otg servings).

take THE GO CHALLENGE

*

Make sure you start your Go Challenge in your Prüvit Cloud BEFORE you start working on this step.

2 customers 30 otg
= 144PB Get endorsed
enroll 1 experience pack = $120 go fast bonus
+ $120 double direct
Go pro (14 days)
+ $250 cash bonus
+ 100PB Prüvit bucks

+2 customers
= $40
+1 experience pack = $120
+ $120
Go MVP (30 days) + $500
+ 100PB

retailer bonus
go fast bonus
double direct
cash bonus
Prüvit bucks

*this is an example only. There are other ways to achieve these requirements, such as enrolling 2 family packs instead of 1
Experience pack. refer to the Prüvit Rewards Program PDF for complete details of each bonus. $40 Retailer bonus example
is based on 2 customers purchasing a 30 OTG supply of KETo//OS. Double direct bonus is only available if you purchase an
experience pack before you start your go challenge.
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help your Promoters
show them how to make

$2,245 in the first 30 days

summary

5 day experiences = $975
2 experience Packs = $480
Customers = $40
Go Pro = $250
Go MVP = $500
TOTAL = $2,245
Plus over $300 in prüvit bucks
for free product

Customer Service: support@pruvithq.com FAQ: support.justpruvit.com
The Prüvit Rewards Program is an exciting opportunity that rewards you for selling products and services and for sponsoring other participants who do the same.
Although the opportunity is unlimited, individual results will vary depending on commitment levels and sales skills of each participant.
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